Chase Zheng
Product designer

chasezheng.io

EDUCATION
MBA in Data Analytics
MS in Human-Computer Interaction

BA in International Business

AWARDS

Key Skills

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Best Friends - a pet shelter
Product Designer
Redesigned the shelter website to increase adoption rate, building a responsive
website that covers the key functionalities and creating new features to drive adoption
8it - A Food Tech Startup
Product Designer
Redesigned the iOS app to improve user experience by conducting 10 usability
testing, 5 interviews, and analyzing internal data, increasing user satisfaction by 60%
SweetDreams
UX Researcher
Led a team of 4 to develop a phone lockbox from ideation to prototyping to help kids
moderate tech device use; received 2 startup grants from sponsors and investors
Sync
Product Designer
Designed a phone contact management app with innovative features that can
replace the native contact system by conducting user interviews and usability tests

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Toolset

Dell Technologies
Product Strategy MBA Intern
Reimagined Dell’s Latitude laptop through interviews, survey, and competitive
analysis; won global product innovation competition among 200+ participants
Preen.Me - A Digital Marketing Startup
Product Design & Data Analytics Intern
Collaborated with global teams to design a dashboard by running user interviews,
fake door testing, and A/B testing, acquiring 300+ leads in a month

Programming

Analyzed data and designed content strategy for infographic BI reports using SQL,
ableau, and Sketch, acquiring 3 accounts; published to a renowned digital journal

T

Prototyped project management tool to identify internal time bottlenecks and
predict accurate project timelines, ensuring 100% on-time project delivery

CHRISTIAN DIOR COUTURE
Strategy & Operations Executive

COOL STUFF

Redesigned and digitized stock adjustment procedure to increase efficiency,
reducing duration of stock adjustment by 50% and cutting logistics cost by 6%
Partnered with marketing and IT team to design an app on Wechat for a digital sales
campaign for limited edition handbags, generating $2M+ revenue in one day
Directed analysis of data and collection of internal feedback to refine customer
relationship management method for 5 stores, boosting sales by $300K in a quarter

